
DEAR PARENTS AND GUARDIANS, 

Welcome to Seven Tribe Playground! 
We are thrilled that you are interested in your child exploring the wonders that nature-based 
play provides! Our students develop a foundation of skills while forming deep connections 
with nature and each other. 

Your child will learn many new concepts through exploration, experimentation, creative arts, 
and outdoor play. Most importantly, they will develop positive relationships with each other 
and our learning community. What could be a more amazing way to begin school? We hope 
you will also feel a sense of joy as your child grows with us. 

This booklet was created to help answer questions about our program. Please feel free to 
contact us about your child’s experience at any time with any questions you may have.

Kind wishes, 

Brenna Logsdon 
Seven Tribe Playground LLC Founder and Educator 



VISION
By connecting children with the earth and each 
other, we are creating a conscious generation 
committed to a sustainable future.

MISSION
Seven Tribe Playground is a community dedicated to 
spirited learning, imagination, and outdoor play. Our 
approach is holistic as we focus on the growth of the 
whole child and foster a sense of belonging to and 
appreciation of the natural world. 

OUR PRINCIPLES

We believe…

Each and every person is important

All people should be treated fairly and equally

We should accept one another and keep on  
learning together

Each person must be free to search for what is  
true and right in life

All persons should have a vote about the things  
that concern them

In working for a peaceful, fair, and free world

In caring for our planet earth, the home we share 
with all living things 

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
Kids are capable, creative, curious, full of potential, 
and worthy of respect. They need ‘Yes’ spaces in 
which to play freely and feel valued, because it’s 
through play that true learning takes place. 

Much of our day is spent outside in nature. We 
have lots of open-ended materials that encourage 
exploration, creativity, and discovery. Our indoor 
classrooms are inspired by nature and promote a 
sense of peace.

We believe that empathy, love, curiosity and 
respect are the truest foundations of learning. When 
thoughtful nature-based curriculum is combined with 
direct experiences in nature, a transformative change 
takes place. This connection is both powerful and 
empowering. 

Our approach is holistic; we believe that developing 
social skills, emotional intelligence, and mindfulness 
is just as important as the ABC’s and 123’s. By 
teaching sign language and Spanish, we are 
fostering a global view and appreciation for  
cultural diversity. 

Seven Tribe Playground is a small community where 
communication and lasting relationships are valued. 
Keeping our numbers low is important to us so that 
we are able to connect with each child, as well their 
family, everyday on a personal level. 

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION POLICY
Seven Tribe Playground aims to provide an 
environment which is free from bias and prejudice 
in which children learn the principles of fairness 
and respect for the uniqueness of each person. 
Differences in backgrounds, culture and abilities 
are valued and families are actively encouraged to 
share their experiences with educators, staff, and 
other families. Seven Tribe Playground involves 
the community to assist educators and children 
understand and accept the range of cultures and 
abilities of members of the local community. Seven 
Tribe Playground will ensure that appropriate 
support services are accessed and referred to 
families in order to support children’s well-being  
and inclusion into our program.



ABOUT OUR PROGRAM 

WHY NATURE-BASED CURRICULUM? 
There is a growing body of research that links nature-
based learning with higher scores on standardized 
tests, improved physical fitness, a more developed 
understanding of science and math concepts,  
reduced effects of ADHD and better academic 
performance all around.* 

Nature-based curriculum encourages healthy minds 
and bodies. Being connected to nature is wired in 
the essence of every human being. Busy modern 
lives have left many people, including children, 
disconnected from this core. Through nature-based 
curriculum, children learn with all of their senses and 
build a lasting connection with nature. 

Our program provides a complete framework of 
skills children need to be prepared for kindergarten. 
Physical, social, emotional, cognitive and creative 
skills blossom in these formative years. But we are 
always learning through the lens of nature. 

*Sources: The Last Child in the Woods by Richard Louv and the 
Children & Nature Network www.childrenandnature.org. 

WHY CHOOSE A NATURE-BASED  
PLAY SCHOOL?
In contrast to traditional preschool programs, at 
Seven Tribe Playground: 

• Our program is guided by our principles

• Children have extended outdoor time every day 

• Children develop earth friendly habits

• Children eat, grow and prepare healthy foods 

• Children create and reflect on learning through a 
variety of expressive art forms using natural and 
recycled materials

• Children help design and build the outdoor space

• Children direct their learning

• Emotional intelligence is nurtured

• Yoga and mindfulness activities are part of our 
daily routine

• Children are in mixed-age classes which promote 
friendship over competition 

• Children are seen for what they can do, rather 
than what they can’t do



CHILD-CENTERED LEARNING 

Our educational philosophy underscores our 
commitment to child-centered learning. Educators 
guide students to new learning as children ask 
questions, express curiosity or concern, and show 
enthusiasm towards discoveries. 

Students experiment, problem-solve and explore with 
their senses. Students voice opinions and express 
ideas through language and the arts. Students 
develop friendships and learn from one another 
through cooperative play. In other words, students 
actively participate in all aspects of learning! 

We integrate many approaches to support each 
child’s learning path by: 

• Providing a supportive, safe learning 
environment to encourage discovery,  
questioning and experimentation 

• Offering sensory opportunities with natural 
objects, music, movement, and creative arts 

• Engaging cognitive growth and problem solving 
skills through hands-on games and activities 
developing physical motor skills through active 
learning and play 

• Promoting social skills and positive self image 
through group play and cooperative learning 
cultivating empathy through discussion and 
celebrating diversity of all living things 

• Nurturing self expression and creativity through 
creative arts, singing, storytelling and reflective 
time in nature 

• Encouraging family involvement through 
community celebrations and classroom visits

• Instilling respect and appreciation for the  
natural world

As the academic content of the primary grades is 
pushed down into kindergarten and even preschool, 
young children face inappropriate expectations that 
do more to damage their relationship with literacy 
than to facilitate a life-long love of learning, reading, 
and writing. 

As teachers, we do not dictate what we will 
learn when, our students do that. Every year our 
curriculum varies as our students change. Because 
we have mixed-age classes, the pace of learning 
is individualized. We follow our students natural 
curiosity and use key learning opportunities to 
introduce ideas and concepts. We also offer daily 
structured activities, but if a student is engrossed 
and engaged in play, s/he is not ever forced to 
participate. Self-directed play is always valued and 
respected. Even though our topics change from 
season to season and year to year, we always find 
ways to develop language and math skills along with 
the equally important social and emotional skills. 

At Seven Tribe Playground, we do not coerce any 
child into listening to or participating in a book 
discussion. We read books every day, in large and 
small groups and we invite students to listen. We 
welcome their “interruptions” during the course of 
the reading. In fact, we read slowly and make plenty 
of eye contact to invite them to interrupt, make 
predictions, and ask questions. We seek to teach an 
appreciation for language as a tool to communicate 
experience, and we offer experiences that we hope 
will help make words meaningful. These are the 
connections to literacy that prepare children to be 
competent, joyful readers in the elementary years 
and beyond.



HOW WE DEVELOP, NURTURE AND EXPLORE SKILLS

LANGUAGE AND LITERACY 

Modeling writing and offering writing opportunities

Providing a print-rich classroom environment  
(i.e. books, posters, poems)

Storytelling, listening to, imagining, and  
retelling stories 

Encouraging dramatic play 

Singing, rhyming and experimenting with sounds 

Generating lists or reading to perform a task  
(i.e. recipe or game instructions) 

Allowing for interruptions and questions when  
we read stories together

Introducing new words, words from other  
languages, symbols and sign language 

MATH IDEAS 

Finding, following and repeating patterns 

Shape recognition 

Counting within context 

Classifying and grouping objects 

Sorting and matching objects 

Estimating 

Measuring

Songs, stories and games with counting 

Tracking seasonal and time progressions 

Using number and time words 

SOCIAL SKILLS

Having mixed-age classes which promote 
cooperation rather than competition

Caring for our students so that they feel  
comfortable to make mistakes 

Developing a sense of belonging to the group  
and the earth

Modeling listening skills, patience, empathy,  
and responsibility

Songs, stories, and games that focus on social skills

Taking turns

Talking out disagreements

Allowing children the opportunity to solve their  
own disagreements (not intervening too quickly) 

Using positive praise to reinforce healthy skills

Sitting together for lunches and snacks to  
develop social etiquette

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Having mixed-age classes which encourages 
friendship and increases self-esteem

Sharing feelings and experiences during circle time

Acknowledging each others perspective and feelings

Identifying and discussing feelings

Allowing expression of feelings

Developing empathy for others

Songs, stories, and games that focus on emotions

Daily mindfulness activities



TUITION AND FEES

MONTHLY TUITION  

Days per week Morning Program  
9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Extended-day Option  
12:30-3 p.m.

5 $610

4 $500 +$250

3 $390 +$200

2 $275 +$145

1 +$80

PAYMENT 
Each family is responsible for tuition regardless of their child’s attendance.  
We participate in Child Care Works, a subsidized child care payment program through PA DHS.

MATERIALS FEE
In addition to your monthly tuition rate, a twice-yearly $50 materials fee is charged in September and January. 
This fee is due with your monthly tuition payment.

At Seven Tribe Playground we work 
hard to keep our tuition rates and 
fees affordable. Monthly tuition 
payment is due on the child’s first 
school day each month. Parents/
guardians are asked to please contact 
the office if they are having difficulty 
meeting their financial obligations to 
school. If tuition is not paid, the child 
will not be allowed to attend until the 
financial obligation is met. 

NOTE: There is no reduction in 
tuition for missed days or for days 
classes are closed or cancelled.  
There are no make-up classes. 

Price Breakdown: Morning Program 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Days/week Avg days/month Hours/week Cost/month $ Cost/day Cost/hour

5 21 17.5 $610.00 $29.05 $8.30

4 17 14 $500.00 $29.41 $8.40

3 13 10.5 $390.00 $30.00 $8.57

2 9 7 $275.00 $30.56 $8.73

Price Breakdown: Extended-day Option 12:30-3 p.m. 

Days/week Avg days/month Hours/week Cost/month Cost/day Cost/hour

4 17 +10 +$250.00 +$14.71 +$5.88

3 13 +7.5 +$200.00 +$15.38 +$6.15

2 9 +5 +$145.00 +$16.11 +$6.44

1 5 +2.5 +$80.00 +$16.00 +$6.40

Morning Program available Monday-Friday. 
Extended-day Option available Monday-Thursday.


